10 October 2016 – Jake Winkle
Part 1 -Watercolour Street Scene with Figures and Leopard
Jake had sketched out a street scene from a photo in Paris with strong light areas and
shadows.

I have to say here that I apologise for the severe angles of the pictures. When Jake uses
watercolour he normally paints flat so the water does not run but as he was demonstrating
he had to have the board vertical so to limit the amount of water run the board had to be
angled; hence the photographs.
He started with a broad wash for the pale tonal values using Raw Sienna and Light Red with
a bit of Cobalt Blue and some Winsor Green for the copper dome.

He used Cobalt Blue for the sky and for the main picture he was playing with colour
temperatures; the warm and cool colours flowing across each other.
He needed the washes to dry so talked about the materials he uses:Paper: He uses 140lb rough Arches (French – Pronounced ‘Arsh’). He said the paint absorbs
easily as with Bockingford there would be ‘cauliflowers’, with Arches, this doesn’t happen.
The paper is stretched by dipping into water and then left for 10minutes for the paper to
expand and then taped to the board and still sometimes has to staple it. He uses 6mm MDF
board.
Paint: Uses tubes, mainly Winsor and Newton.
Palette: An expensive brass one with circular dips in the mixing trays. In this way the water
runs to the middle and the thicker paint can stay around the outside. It can therefore be
graduated towards the middle.
Brushes: Use the best you can afford; Sable and Squirrel hold a lot of water but squirrel does
not hold its shape when being used for broad washes but a sable of the same size could be
prohibitively expensive.

The washes now being dry, he puts in broad shadows onto the foreground building using
Winsor Green for the dome then Light Red and Cobalt Blue, half closing his eyes to identify
the shadows.

He then puts in the windows whilst still wet which will cause soft edges giving more of an
illusion of shadows.

He then puts some colour into the background buildings which silhouettes the light areas of
the foreground building and cools the colours in the distance. He then puts in the right-hand
building and scrubs in the foreground which is in deep shadow.

Lines of perspective on the right are scraped through, wet-in-wet.
Some figures are placed in at various places with one leg longer than the other to give the
illusion of walking, all heads being at eye-level whether they are distant or close-by.
Peripheral items such as people should be out of focus so as not to draw the eye to them,
this is easily done with wet-in-wet as the edges become soft (see earlier mention regarding
type of paper). White Gouache is used for highlights on shoulders
A few more bits of detail are added and the sky left deliberately pale blue to give the
buildings a lost-and-found effect; i.e. so the edges are more imagined than seen.

Some detail of the tower and dome

The finished picture

Part 2 – Cheetah

The cheetah’s head was lit from the back-left and leaving the highlight areas dry he worked
wet-into-wet from the outside to the centre. The shadows are not grey but Alizarin Crimson
and Cobalt Blue. The spots are done wet-into-slightly drier wet to give them a soft edge;
slightly drier so that the paint doesn’t spread too far.

The Cobalt Blue in the shadow areas are warmed with the Alizarin Crimson but mixed on the
paper and not on the palette and then darkened down with not so much water.

The dark areas around the eyes are done quickly as the paper is drying.

Jake then uses a larger brush for the body markings

The eye is done with Orange and Blue and then White Gouache for the highlights on eye
and teeth although on the teeth, not too much white otherwise they would be too glaring.
Then uses a rigger brush for ‘scribble’ on the top of the head.

Detail of the eye

The finished picture – it took 15 minutes to complete.

Jake with the finished pictures

